With the vast majority of the texts dating from the Zhanguo (475-221 bc) through Han (206 bc-ad 220) periods, finding the structure of the text goes a long way toward helping the reader establish the meaning within the text. Well organized ventures, in the received literature and the newly excavated texts, generally reflect a profound knowledge of earlier and contemporaneous traditions, and an unexpectedly forthright approach to probing the kinds of knowledge they have seen or heard through intertextual conversations-intent as they are to analyse a particular subset of the questions remaining in the universe of meaning that they have inherited. These texts demand a leap of faith so familiar to modern readers that they routinely fail to discern the outlandish premise that underlies all examples of this dominant textual form: that meaning can be formulated and articulated via language,1 and, more narrowly, the establishment of precise terminology manipulated within a few preferred grammatical constructions. Think, for example, of the rhetoric favoured by the Xunzi 荀子 or the Han Feizi 韓非子 when laying out propositions about social engineering, or the Guodian and Mawangdui manuscripts' descriptions of the complex relations binding body, heart, and soul, in this life and the next.
In the end, I will suggest, the Fayan works primarily by forcing its readers to toss out structure altogether. To advance in understanding the Fayan, readers must begin by asking themselves two related questions: (1) What calculations may have prompted Yang to devise this odd mixture of formats in the Fayan to promote his particular set of teachings?3 and (2) Why does Yang adopt this peculiar format, where his "dialogues" with unnamed interlocutors are often so manifestly monologic, his carefully constructed persona as classical master so autocratic? Why not, for example, employ the formal essay form, avoiding the first-person altogether, when condemning others or advancing new ideas, given the prior employment of the essay form to these very ends by previous Confucian masters such as Mencius and Xunzi-models Yang himself celebrates?4 Alternatively, why not choose to compile a chronicle, since that type of
